
FATAL ALERT 
 
August 17, 2007 
 
 
On August 17, 2007 a sheepherder was fatally injured when he was thrown and/or kicked by a 
horse while riding a horse in mountains.  At the time of the accident, employee was mounted on 
a ranch owned horse while rounding the sheep herd in very rough terrain. It was determined 
through the investigation that something cause the horse to throw or dislodge the deceased from 
the saddle and drag him along side of the horse.  The deceased was wearing tennis 
shoes/sneakers while riding causing his foot to slip through the stirrup on the saddle. Marks left 
on the body indicate that the deceased was dragged along the ground until being released upon 
contact with a fallen tree.  Deceased received extensive external injuries to the right side of his 
head, chest and abdominal area.       
 
 
Significant Factors: 

 
 

Employee was riding a horse without wearing approved footwear in a very remote/rough 
terrain area. 

 
The investigation was not able to conclusively determine what caused the horse to throw or 
dislodge the rider from the saddle, but the investigation revealed history of the horse seeing 
either a bear or wolf in the area weeks prior to the accident and being skittish.  Another 
contributing factor was the weather conditions being very foggy and lighting was reported in 
the area at the time of the accident.   

       
The lack of approved footwear caused the sneaker/tennis shoed’ foot to slip through the 
stirrup, not allowing the deceased         to retain good mounting on the horse.  
 
Employees not being trained in basic first aid, lacking the ability of a co-worker to attempt 
any type of life saving procedure/aid. 

 
 
 
Recommendations: 
 
• Brief all employees on the facts and circumstances of this fatal mishap. 

  
• Re-train all employees on the procedure of wearing proper footwear when riding horseback 

on the job. 
 
• Train all employees on basic first aid principals. 

 
• Ensure management personnel enforce the requirements of wearing proper footwear and 

ensuring all employees has had training in first aid, prior to working. 
 


